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Device IDs and cookies are disappearing. At the same time, digital 
advertisers are putting a greater degree of focus on ad creative. 
This report provides a revealing snapshot of marketers’ creative 
preferences and adoption trends – particularly among marketers 
concerned about, or experiencing, the impact of ID loss.  

The report highlights key findings in a new study on Identity and Creative conducted by the Emodo  
Institute. The study, a quantitative survey of 400 pre-qualified marketers, focused on three core areas  
of inquiry regarding the adoption of creative strategies in the era of diminished ID-based targeting:  
 
1. Marketers’ preferences and adoption of creative formats, particularly those that have unique properties  

and potential for post-ID advertising: Augmented Reality, Dynamic Creative and Native Advertising 

2. Marketers’ views on the appeal and effectiveness of specific creative formats  

3. Correlations between creative strategies and concerns around the loss of tracking data   

 
A Post-ID Twist on Three Familiar Creative Formats 
 
The loss of device IDs is causing a widespread decline in the effectiveness of digital ad campaigns. 
Part one of Voice of the Marketer Research Series focused on Identity. That survey revealed that, 
due to the negative impacts of ID deprecation, 80% of C-level marketers are experiencing reductions in 
the effectiveness of their ad campaigns.   
 
Concurrent with the waning of device addressability, marketers are putting a greater focus on  
ad creative and many are eager to adopt new post-ID variations of familiar ad formats. These  
advancements include new predictive and immersive properties that personalize the message  
and enhance the ad experience without the need for device or cookie tracking data.  
 
The study sought to assess marketers’ views on these three specific ad types, because of 
their post-ID potential: Immersive, Dynamic, and Native.

Marketers concerned  
about privacy are

88% 
more likely to prioritize 
emerging channels &  
environments when  
choosing vendors.Immersive Dynamic Native

https://land.emodoinc.com/vom-identity-research-brief/
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of the marketers concerned about 
privacy and identity have used AR 
in marketing, (but most have yet to 
adopt AR in their advertising).

Of the marketers who have experienced campaign  
issues due to ID loss, brands with in-house agencies are                               more likely to  
prioritize immersive creative formats and capabilities when choosing new vendors (vs. agencies).

Marketers concerned about privacy are                              more likely to prioritize immersive creative  
formats (such as AR) when choosing new vendors.

Brands with in-house agencies are currently                             more likely to be using AR than are agencies.

2/3 73%
of those AR marketers are expe-
riencing ID-based scale issues in 
their advertising.

Immersive / Augmented Reality Ads

Forward-thinking brands,  
primarily direct-to-consumer, 
retail and CPG companies, 
have presented compelling AR 
experiences on their websites, 
in apps and other Owned Media 
channels for a few years.

Engaging consumers with AR advertising experiences has  
only very recently become a scalable, executable proposition. 
Now, consumers can engage directly with the brand’s AR ad 
experience within a media publisher’s page. The emergence  
of AR in advertising is well-timed.

*Source: https://www.8thwall.com/blog/post/74514428274/expanding-the-we-
bar-developer-ecosystem-1  
**Source: Emodo Primary Survey Research Study on AR Advertising, March 2021

• AR ads can be targeted with or without IDs.  

• 3.5 billion devices globally currently support AR experiences*   

• 74% of consumers agree that these ads are “more likely to 
capture [their] interest or attention than normal ads”.**   

• AR experiences can be highly personalized based on the 
user’s engagement choices and the creative features built 
into the ad.  

45%

84%

82%

https://www.8thwall.com/blog/post/74514428274/expanding-the-webar-developer-ecosystem-1
https://www.8thwall.com/blog/post/74514428274/expanding-the-webar-developer-ecosystem-1
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• A new post-ID class of Dynamic Creative Optimization 
doesn’t require device or cookie data to dynamically  
predict and build relevant, user-tailored ads.  

• New non-ID DCO uses AI and data from the programmatic 
bidstream to do its job in an effective, privacy-forward way.    

DCO users are evolving, too... 

of users say DCO has driven 
“substantially better results” 
(vs. non-DCO ads).85% 88% of users consider DCO to still  

be an “emerging technology.”

Currently, direct-to- 
consumer brands are

48% 
more likely to be  
frequent DCO users.

This new breed of “ID-less” 
DCO may represent an op-
portunity for forward-think-
ing agencies to use dynamic 
creative to gain an edge. 

Users of traditional DCO are                  more likely to be experiencing 
effectiveness issues as a result of ID changes.

Users of traditional DCO are                             more likely to be experiencing 
effectiveness issues as a result of ID changes.

                                   of DCO users are “excited to learn more about” or are  
”interested in testing” an AI based post-ID targeting approach.

                           of DCO users are open to new vendors offering new versions of DCO.

2x

82%

90%+

84%
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Dynamic Creative

Dynamic Creative Optimization 
(DCO) has been a viable means  
of mid-campaign creative person-
alization for several years. DCO 
algorithms determine dynamically 
which elements within an ad  
will be displayed for each user.  
Marketers who have used  
Dynamic Creative have found  
it to be quite effective.

DCO, however, has a problem. Like any other advertising 
technique that relies on signals from tracking IDs, traditional 
DCO is becoming less effective as those signals fall away. 
This may explain why the vast majority of DCO users  
consider DCO to be “emerging” and are open to new,  
innovative versions of DCO, despite their historic success 
with the tactic. And, there are new, emerging variations.



Native: An Opportunity for Agencies and Large Brands
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Marketers concerned about privacy/identity are                            more likely 
to be regular users of native inventory.

63%
Of those concerned  
about privacy/identity,                              
are more likely to consider media partners  
who offer “emerging channels or  
environments” including native.

88% 

Native advertising has been mostly utilized by direct-to-consumer brands. Historically, it hasn’t 
been as popular with larger brands and agencies. 
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Native Advertising

Native advertising is designed 
to cohesively fit into the design, 
content and user experience of  
a given publisher’s page. The 
format can be appealing to 
consumers because the ads fit 
neatly into their chosen media 
environment. Native ads can  
be engaging without being 
disruptive or intrusive.

Native ads may not be evolving for the post-ID world, but their 
value, appeal and relevance may be taking a leap forward as  
a result of that shift. For years, ID-defined audiences have been 
front and center in almost every media plan. The content  
and format of the publisher’s environment was secondary. 
That balance is ripe for change.

• Non-Native ads run the risk of being more disruptive and less 
relevant, because they lack both the native media context  
and the ability to target using device tracking data.  

• Native ads don’t require cookie or device tracking data to be 
impactful and relevant.   

• Native advertising can feel to consumers like a less intrusive 
way to ask for their attention.   
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DCO Native AR

Vertical Use of These Formats
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Conclusion  
 

There is a creative renaissance in advertising. The industry shift toward ad creative is occurring  
simultaneously with the decline of audience tracking data and the strategic implications of  
both are certainly intertwined.  
 
The findings of the Emodo Institute study on Creative and Identity reveal:  

1. A fortuitous convergence of creative trends toward dynamic, immersive and native formats  
and perspectives of marketers seeking new paths to success in a post-ID world.  

2. Most marketers who are directly experiencing campaign issues as a result of ID loss are  
now thinking about advertising differently and exploring new or re-imagined creative options, 
rather than simply trying to re-establish opt-out tracking models. 
  

3. As advertising becomes more privacy-centric,  several familiar ad formats are evolving - 
becoming ID-independent. These new creative tactics present advertisers with compelling 
opportunities to recover effectiveness and scale.   

Marketers who are concerned about identity issues are                  more likely 
to strongly agree that targeting solutions that don’t require IDs can address 
the scale and effectiveness issues caused by ID loss.

New creative solutions that don’t require IDs, such as AR, DCO and native ads, 
may hold similar promise as ID-less audience solutions.
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About the Emodo Institute Study 
The study included 400 participants, pre-screened for qualification based on their industry knowledge. 

Participant profiles were categorized as follows: 72% brand marketers, 28% agency marketers; 50% senior roles, 46% roles 

that include hands-on-keyboard campaign execution. Key business segmentation included small direct-to-consumer marketers, 

agencies and large brands. The study was completed in April 2022. 
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If you’d like to learn more about  

AI-based audiences and ID- 

independent creative, please drop  

us a note. We’d be happy to show 

you how they can work for you.

info@emodoinc.com

Seize the Opportunity. 
New ID-independent, AI-based creative solutions are uniquely suited  
for privacy-centric advertising and they can durably support a number  
of KPIs across the marketing funnel.  
 
Learn more about creative that is uniquely effective, privacy forward,  
scalable, and accretive in terms of campaign outcomes. Contact your  
Emodo creative and audience experts today.


